A stochastic model of the distribution of unequal competitors between resource patches.
We present a stochastic model of individuals' movements between two patches of resources. The population is made up of two types of individual with differing competitive abilities, and two types of movements occur, with individuals moving either to increase their intake rate or at random. Several previous models have used simulations to evaluate the likely distribution of individuals. We instead derive equations for the equilibrium distribution of the population, which can be solved numerically. This avoids the need to choose an initial distribution for the population, and enables us to obtain the probability with which rare events occur. This may not be possible when simulations are used, since a rare event may not occur at all. We find that when random movements are rare, an increase in the rate of random movements out of a patch can increase the number of individuals on that patch. We consider an approximation to the model with rare random movements, which provides an explanation for this phenomenon.